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«The works itself, the interventions, are not
necessarily announced publically, especially
if they are ephemeral, precarious and limited
in time. It is an essential element on which
I have reflected concerning interventions in
the public space. Nothing that lasts. Nothing
lasts. Only traces. (…) One must avoid to add
monuments, no matter how small they are.»
Thomas Hirschorn, Lettre à Guy
«His photojournalism is at once selfportraiture – that is, performance – and
reportage about what was hidden and even
repressed in the art he most admired.»
Jeff Wall, Marks of Indifference

On Monday, November 16th 2015,
I take the subway to Hoboken
from the 14th street PATH station.
There, I buy a copy of the New
York Times and a ham sandwich
with a bottle of water. I also carry
with me a printed-out-from-theinternet copy of a text written
by Robert Smithson in 1967 .1
Next, I go to the automatic ticket
machine and buy a one-way Bus
85 ticket to Passaic (including a
change for Bus 190) and a oneway train ticket to come back.
I am early, so I sit down and
open the Times. After futilely
trying to glance at the art section,
Robert Smithson, A Tour of the Monuments
of Passaic, New Jersey (1967). https://
gd1studio2011.files.wordpress.com/2011/09/
smithson-monuments-of-passaic.pdf
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I go back to the front page and
its headline: «France strikes ISIS
targets in Syria in retaliation for
attacks on Paris.» (I had been
reading everything I could on
the matter and continuously
watching news broadcasts since
the attack two days before.)
On the lower half of the page,
a Political Memo by Jonathan
Martin adds: «In Presidential
Campaign, It’s Now Terrorism.»
It goes on: «The assault on Paris
has thrust national security to the
heart of the presidential race.» On
the right, another article placed
over a Salvatore Ferragamo
advertisement for colorful ties
states: «Obama Loath To Add
Troops To Isis Fight.»
The front-page photograph
depicting a large crowd paying
tribute to the victims of one of
the attacks is de-saturated by
the newsprint’s grey paper. It
adds to the palpable sadness
and contrasts with the powerful
colors of the flowers left in front
of one of the attacked restaurants.
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It is hard for me to think about
anything else. Articles that are
not connected to the terrorist
attacks are transparent and
barely readable. «Mounting Clues
Point To Brothers And Trip To
Syria,» reads another headline.
The Paris attacks are thoroughly
covered by the New York Times.
«The United States provided
French officials with information
to help them strike Islamic State
targets in Syria.» In the Op-Ed
section: «Could Paris Happen
Here?» and the next headline
in big letters «FEARING FEAR
ITSELF.» Browsing through
the rest of the newspaper (the
National and Metro sections) I
learn that Niall Rice, an English
man, «got sucked in» by Psychics
for $718,000; that a state senator
named Dean Skelos had used his
influence to help his son Adam
Skelos make over $300,000 in
«bribes, gratuities, and extortion
payments;» that «Baltimore
Homicide Total Surpasses 300
for the Year»; and in the Diary
section, «a girl in her early 20’s,»
Mallory Passuite, tells us that a
Hell’s Angel paid for her ramen
dinner in Hell’s Kitchen.
The 85 Bus has reached the
th
30 street at Bergenline Ave
station and it is time to hop off
and connect with the 190 Bus, but
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we are late and it has already left.
Still a twenty-minute drive to
Passaic… I reach for my iPhone
and order an Uber. Waiting for
the car, I look at the Smithson
text: «got off at the corner of
Union Avenue and River Drive.
The monument was a bridge over
the Passaic River that connected
Bergen County with Passaic
County.» It seems as if the text
parodied a first-person reportage,
combining both text and
photography. The car arrives and
I tell the driver to head for that
bridge. While we drive through
Rutherford, I look up; the sky is a
clear light blue.
After I am dropped off on the
Rutherford side of the bridge, I
start walking over and quickly
realize that this bridge is new
and has nothing to do with the
monumental rotating bridge
Smithson described using
cinema-inspired metaphors.
The lateral sunlight is casting cold
shadows while throwing warm
light everywhere else. Shooting
towards the sun is not an option
so I take out my iPhone and snap
a couple of photographs from
the Passaic side as a brand new
Ford Mustang drives by. Midway
through the bridge a recent
copper plaque with a diagram of
the old bridge explains everything:
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UNION AVENUE BRIDGE
BUILT 1896
THE BRIDGE WAS A CENTER
BEARING THROUGH TRUSS SWING
SPAN DRAWBRIDGE BUILT BY DEAN
& WESTBROOK, A NOTABLE NEW
YORK CITY FIRM ASSOCIATED WITH
THE PHOENIX BRIDGE COMPANY.
ITS
CONSTRUCTION
WAS
REPRESENTATIVE
OF
THE
PREDOMINANT MOVABLE BRIDGE
TYPE CONSTRUCTED IN THE
UNITED STATES PRIOR TO THE
EARLY
TWENTIETH
CENTURY.
THE UNION AVENUE BRIDGE WAS
DEEMED ELIGIBLE FOR INCLUSION
IN THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF
HISTORIC PLACES PRIOR TO ITS
REPLACEMENT IN THE YEAR 2002.

The bridge is now a plain
continuation of the road made
of tar and concrete scarcely
ornamented with «deco» looking
street lamps. On the Passaic side,
an old plaque protected from
the sunlight was conspicuously
added to the new bridge. It
clearly reads in capital letters:
«PASSAIC COUNTY. 1896»
followed by the name of the
director and the names of the
five members of the committee,
and at the bottom: «DEAN &
WESTBROOK, CONTRACTORS,
NEW YORK.» Except for the
traffic, nothing is moving in this
perfectly static landscape. No
more boats or remnants of the
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industrial past of the area. It is
just a part of the road hub linking
two quiet suburbs. The Passaic
River is lined with fall foliage and
glancing at the reflection of the
low sun is very heartwarming
despite the fresh New Jersey air. It
wouldn’t be surprising that future
urbanization plans might include
a riverside park, shielded from the
highway with a soundproof wall,
with a bike trail and scattered
benches to enjoy this kind of
romantic sight. One could refer to
this bridge as the «Monument of
the past and future.»
After the bridge, it is a world
of cars. All the different roads are
wisely intertwined and separated
to allow for traffic in several
directions while respecting the
topography. Between the Passaic
River and Highway 11, River Road
connects the Bridge monument,
a speedway entrance, and a road
going over the highway into
Passaic that becomes Van Houten
Avenue. Observing this endless
noisy ballet of cars from the
center of the intersection is very
disorienting and extremely unsafe.
«Honk... Honk… Vroooooooooom»
screams each passing car which
encounters someone walking so
close to its territory.
The Passaic River Banks are
not reachable by foot and though
walking so close to the highway
is very dangerous, I still wander
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The Bridge Monument Showing Brass
Handrail. Photo: Alexis Dahan.

The Hundred Take-Out Forks Monument.
Photo: Alexis Dahan.

along. The banks are filled with
trash, all at various stages of
decomposition, probably thrown
away from the passing cars;
«The Hundred Take-Out Forks
Monument» is made of a pile
of white plastic forks nested
by a small wood stump and a
white plastic bottle. While the
orange-brown leaves surrounding
the pile certainly fell from the
neighboring trees and were
swept by the randomness of the
wind, the white forks seem to
have been meticulously poured
by a person with the intention of
creating an organic punctum to
this tableau.
I wait for the right time to run
across River Road and head over
the highway to enter Passaic’s
residential area on Van Houten

Avenue. I immediately notice
Israeli flags in front of most of the
houses. So close but inexplicably
isolated from the nearby
speedway noises, the succession
of cozy middle class homes
echoes signs of the stereotypical
American Dream. The fall colors
with the warm sunlight also help
create an undeniably peaceful
atmosphere that gives the overall
neighborhood its character as
«The Promised Land Monument.»
These flags are saying, «We are
Americans because we are deeply
from somewhere else but here
is where it is better to be.» As
my mind is still set in the events
back in Paris, I cannot help but
notice another element of the
same monument: a yellow and
grey sign (as small as the Israeli
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flags) reading «Fallout Shelter»
against a large brick building.
I had already seen these signs
scattered around New York City,
which, for a Parisian, is quite a
novelty. I lived with the knowledge
of nuclear bombs, but I had never
encountered a tangible sign such
as the indication of a nearby
shelter where one could survive
a nuclear attack on New Jersey.
Suburbia Paranoia.
It is time for the nearby
Franklin School and Mario Drago
School to let out a stream of
kids, orderly filling school buses
parked along Van Houten Avenue.
«Is it surprising that prisons
resemble factories, schools,
barracks, hospitals which all
resemble prisons?» (Foucault)
The school, the yellow buses, the
nuclear shelter, the Israeli flags,
foliage pouring out of large trash
cans aligned at the end of each
garage way, all have their place
in this system, including myself
exploring a geographical area in
the footsteps of someone born
around here. I look up «fallout
shelters Passaic New Jersey» on
my iPhone and find an official
PDF:
Passaic County Department Of Health
BIOTERRORISM: Fear or Fact
What you need to know in the event of a
biological, chemical or radiological attack
2003
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NUCLEAR AND RADIOLOGICAL
WEAPONS
What to do before a nuclear or
radiological attack
3. Find out what public buildings may
have been designated as fallout shelters
(…) Look for yellow and black fallout
shelter signs on public buildings. Note:
With the end of the Cold War, many of
the signs have been removed from the
buildings previously designated.

Far away from the old highway,
the panorama reaches the degree
zero of architecture. Nothing
stands out, nothing more than
what is needed. No past and
no future. Except the highway,
nothing was built here before and
nothing will ever be built after.
No romanticism, no emotions, no
metaphors. I am nowhere because
what I see exists everywhere, no
matter which state, no matter
which climate, «little boxes on the
hillside, little boxes all the same.»
The only elements that catch my
attention are ones of conflict.
On the one hand the flag of
Israel, a country born of war and
inherently destined to be at war,
and on the other the sign of the
possibility of total annihilation.
Crossing Main Avenue, I admire
the cultural wonders of this
country: JERUSALEM PIZZA
FALAFEL and KOSHER CHINESE
FOOD. Exactly like New York City,
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The Promised Land Monument.
Photo: Alexis Dahan.

The Promised Land Monument: Fallout
Shelter View. Photo: Alexis Dahan.

this area is a «non-base,» you
come here and bring your own
way of life, no need to adapt and
become something you are not. I
am a tourist in a place that must
rarely see any.
Next I arrive at the train
station and I have to go under
the tracks to carry on. I know
I am not following Smithson’s
trajectory any longer. His first
monument is gone, like the
sandbox metaphor, its absence
is irreversible. So much for the
idea of monument. I realize his
text is an actual monument itself,
like every Smithson artwork,
like every artwork produced by
artists and validated by art history,
artists whose works have become
monuments to their memory and
to the history that validated them.

Every artist must follow his or her
own path as opposed to following
the monuments of the past, and
that’s why I’m heading towards
Veterans Memorial Park. In the
public space, monuments are
mostly dedicated to past wars.
Am I seeing war everywhere? Yes,
I am. Reality is behind me at that
point in my suburban Odyssey.
I walk by a baseball park and
continue taking photographs
here and there with my iPhone
without worrying about running
out of digital memory. I am
starting to get hungry but I am
not going back for Pizza Falafel.
The automatic food dispenser at
the station is all I need. I look at
Google Maps and it seems that
the train station is located at the
center of Passaic. It’s calm and full
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The Revolutionary Couple Monument.
Photo: Alexis Dahan.

The Mirrored Sunset Monument.
Photo: Alexis Dahan.

of nature, probably quite boring for
the youths who don’t play baseball.
Inside Veterans Memorial
Park I walk amid dozens of geese,
minding their own business, not
bothered by human flâneurs. I see
a statue representing a woman
holding a flag marching with a
man. The pedestal reads: «IN
MEMORY OF THE HUNGARIAN
FREEDOM FIGHT. Erected by
Hungarian Americans 1987.»
Walking over chains with the flag
bearing a hole as a symbol of the
anti-Soviet revolution of 1956,
the couple looks like anonymous
heroes, holding meaningful
symbols and destined to an
untimely passing at the hand of
murderous sociopaths disguising
their death desires under the
form of political absolutism. What

did I have to fight for? What
oppressing power did I have to
resist? The signs of past wars,
present conflicts and hypothetical
threats are scattered everywhere
in the peaceful and quiet city of
Passaic, New Jersey, each plaque
acting like a mirror to another
conflict, past or future, which
will one day be commemorated
somewhere else in this landscape.
History is the institutional
narrative of the past wars
written by their winners. If all
the conflicts commemorated
throughout Passaic were to be put
on one monument, it could be a
modern day Tajan Column. The
insignificance of this suburban
town is inversely proportional to
the intensity of the wars, won or
lost, that are mentioned in copper
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letters at the various institutional
plaques I happen to walk by.
(When in Passaic…)
After that, I find a bench by
Hughes Lake where I eat my
snack. Then I make a FaceTime
call to Alisha (who currently
resides in Paris) to let her know
what I’ve been up to. She does not
seem to care about my project in
New Jersey. Nonetheless I show
her the view from the bench and
even though she is looking at it
from across the world on a small
rectangular screen, she says it’s
beautiful. Here are the technical
specifications of the iPhone 6
moving images I showed:
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surface of a quiet lake! The two
suns are melting into each other
through a line of symmetry before
disappearing for good. If, by
nature, a monument is an object
that survives the experience of
time in order to remind visitors of
its past (monere in Latin means
«reminding»), then how could
a sunset mirrored with itself
become a monument?

FACETIME HD CAMERA
1.2-megapixel photos – ƒ/2.2 aperture
– 720p HD video recording – Backside
illumination sensor – Auto HDR for
photos and videos – Face detection
– Burst mode – Exposure control –
Timer mode

The last monument is a sunset.
When one talks about sunsets, it
is unfortunately impossible not
to escape empty stereotypes, and
although this natural phenomenon
is without any doubts a visual
wonder, its natural daily repetition
has apparently doomed its
aesthetic value to remain vulgar
(along with thunderstorms, angry
oceans, flowers, and such). Let
alone a sunset over the mirrored
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Google Maps showing the tour of my
monuments.
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«The form that appears tends
to disappear.»
– Heraclitus, Fragment 123,
quoted in Pierre Hadot’s
The Veil of Isis: An Essay on the
History of the Idea of Nature

I should now dissect the
phenomenon of the sun setting
in order to expose the larger
ideas that hide behind it. The
sunset is not an object; it is a
process, a section of time that
is located «in-between», in the
interstice between day and
night. There is no coming back
from the sunset. It embodies
the idea of irreversibility as well
as the constant back and forth
movement of nature. Every sunset
is different yet they are all the
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same: difference and repetition.
It is a ritual in the sense that it
is never exhausted and needs to
happen again and again until the
end of times, which in this case,
will be the death of the sun (a
short 5 billion years from now).
Of course if we photograph such
a phenomenon we can capture
the intangibility of time, but then
sooner than later the digital code
would be damaged, erased, or lost
in an endless mountain of data…
Somehow this suggests that
photography offers an illusive or
temporary escape from nature’s
back-and-forth movement. The
false immortality of images gives
the viewer the illusion of control
over what he or she sees, but the
colors are always fading.
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